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Dear Ms Bernaerts,
Concerns regarding REMIT reporting regime
FIA Europe, the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (“ISDA”) and the Global Financial
Markets Association (“GFMA”) write to you to share our ongoing concerns regarding the reporting
regime under the Regulation of Wholesale Energy Market Integrity and Transparency
(1227/2011)(“REMIT”), by way of follow up to our attached letter of 2 June 2014 on the same
subject.
The issues raised in our letter of 2 June 2014 were not addressed in the latest draft of the
Implementing Act, published in July 2014. We would be grateful if DG Energy could take them into
account, in addition to the comments set out below.
To facilitate DG Energy’s regulatory objectives, we wish to highlight that the following key concerns
remain to be addressed. We consider that some of them would be best addressed by way of
amendment to the draft Implementing Act:
1.

Timing

Reporting of transactions under REMIT is due to commence six months after the adoption of the
Implementing Act (as mandated in Art. 22 of REMIT). Our current understanding is that the
Implementing Act is due to be adopted in Q4 of 2014, resulting in a reporting start date in Q2 2015.
There remains a significant level of uncertainty in relation to the reporting regime, with the result
that market participants are not yet in a position to fully understand their proposed obligations
under REMIT and are not, therefore, in a position to make effective plans for complying with their
obligations within the proposed timeframe.
ACER is currently conducting a consultation process on the Trade User Reporting Manual (“TRUM”).
Even if a revised draft of the TRUM were published during Q3 2014, with all outstanding queries,
addressed, we do not consider that would provide sufficient time to enable market participants to
meet their reporting obligations on and from a reporting start date in Q2 2015.
Given previous experience on EMIR, we do not therefore expect 100% of the market to be 100%
compliant and ready to meet its obligations on the go-live date for reporting.
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We therefore respectfully ask DG Energy to consider finalising the text of the Implementing Act in
Q4 2014 and to delay the formal adoption of the Implementing Act by six months, resulting in a
reporting start date in Q4 2015. On the one hand this would provide market participants more time
to become operationally ready to fulfil their REMIT reporting obligations and, on the other hand, it
would provide ACER with sufficient time to ensure that market participants provide to regulators
precisely the information that ACER desires.
2.

Link between REMIT and EMIR / MiFIR

As a general comment, we consider that the REMIT reporting regime should, to the greatest extent
possible, be consistent with EMIR and MiFIR. More specifically, we would welcome amendments to
the draft Implementing Act to address the following issues.
(i) Dual reporting of transaction under REMIT and EMIR/MiFID
The latest draft of the TRUM (at paragraph 3.2.3) suggests that if a transaction is reported under
EMIR or MiFID using EMIR/MiFID reporting fields, no additional data is required to be reported
under REMIT. This is consistent with the policy objective under Article 6(5) of the draft
Implementing Act to avoid duplicative reporting regimes.
However, the latest draft of the Implementing Act makes a minor change at Art 6(5) which could be
interpreted in a manner which is inconsistent with the TRUM and with the stated policy objective.
While guidance in the TRUM is helpful, the position should be made expressly clear in the
Implementing Act, preferably by way of an amendment to Art 6(5).
The alternative is that additional data must be reporting under REMIT, which would present
significant challenges. For example, where, 100 items related to a transaction are reportable, 30 of
which are reported under EMIR by the clearing broker and 25 of which are reported under MiFIR,
the executing broker would need to report the remaining 45 items under REMIT, i.e. REMIT
essentially requires the Executing Broker to “fill in the blanks” that have not been reported under
EMIR and/or MiFIR.
We note that there are practical challenges that would be faced by the executing broker in this
scenario – in particular, given that it is the clearing broker, not the executing broker, that reports
under EMIR, it will be impossible for the executing broker to know what has or has not been
reported under EMIR with respect to a transaction. In practice, Article 6(5) may not therefore be
capable of providing the relief from dual reporting that is sought by regulators.
(ii) Dual reporting relief should apply at transaction level, not data field level
We request that Article 6(5) of the draft Implementing Act be amended to clarify that the relief from
double reporting obligations will apply at a transaction level rather than at a data field level,
consistent with the primary REMIT legislation and the underlying policy objectives, as set out in the
Recitals to the draft Implementing Act.
In particular, Article 8(3) of REMIT provides that persons who have reported a transaction in
accordance with relevant existing EU legislation shall not be subject to double reporting
requirements in respect of those transactions. Similarly, Recital 6 of the draft Implementing Act
seems to envisage that relief from double reporting obligations would apply at a transaction level.
However, as currently drafted, Article 6(5) of the draft Implementing Act could be construed as
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applying the double reporting relief only to those details of the transaction which have already been
reported under existing EU legislation. We suggest amending Article 6(5) of the draft Implementing
Act to bring it in line with the primary legislation by clarifying that once a transaction is reported
under existing EU legislation, the entire obligation to report details of that transaction, including
associated orders to trade, under REMIT is then completed. This would ensure relief from double
reporting that would then apply at the transaction level rather than the individual detailed data field
level.
It is important that any double reporting relief extends to associated orders to trade, otherwise the
dual reporting relief is negated by the fact that parties will need to incur the cost of significant
infrastructure development and ongoing business support in order to report orders to trade in
relation to trades already reported under EMIR/MiFIR.
(iii) Order reporting
It is also worth reiterating the significant practical difficulties of reporting orders to trade in the OTC
context, particularly with respect to unexecuted voice orders and we would welcome an
amendment to the draft Implementing Act to make clear that such orders are not in scope.
3.

Who reports?

(i) Transaction and order reporting
Clarification is requested as to who has the reporting obligation at each stage of the transaction. We
would suggest that, as an overarching principle, a market participant should be obliged to report
data to which it can reasonably be expected to have access at the appropriate time. If multiple
market participants have access to the same data, only one of them should be obliged to report on
each side of the transaction.
Transactions, especially in the exchange traded derivatives market, may involve multiple market
participants on both sides of the trade. For example, each beneficiary to a transaction may be
advised by an investment adviser, who instructs an executing broker to execute a transaction which
is then given up to a clearing broker and executed with a clearing counterparty. We note that the
executing broker and the clearing broker are sometimes the same entity but may also be different
entities.
Specific points to note in relation to the structure of the exchange traded derivatives market
include:
-

the executing broker may not be informed by the person placing the order of the identity of
the ultimate beneficiaries (for example, where an investment advisor places the order):

-

from a timing perspective, the identity of the beneficiary may only be confirmed to the
clearing broker (not the executing broker) by the end of the trading day;

-

clarification is required as to whom should be considered the end beneficiary for this
purpose. In most instances, only the immediate client of the executing broker will be known
to the executing broker – neither they nor trading venues will typically have access to the
identity of the ultimate beneficiary. Accordingly, the market participants would expect to
report the identity of the immediate client of the executing broker as the beneficiary of the
transaction;
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-

where the executing broker provides direct market access (DMA) to its client, the executing
broker may not have access to all the order data related to that client. It would therefore be
a challenge for the executing broker to report the same and to link executed trades to
orders, if the executing broker is considered a “market participant” and required to report in
such circumstances; and

-

clearing brokers will not have access to information such as the execution time stamp, so
should not be required to report this information.

In order to achieve an effective and useful reporting regime, the current approach of placing
responsibility on the market participant requires tailoring for the exchange traded derivative market.
As we noted in our 2 June 2014 letter, separate guidance on reporting of ETD (at both a transaction
level and a position level) was given in the context of EMIR - it would be useful to replicate that
guidance in relation to REMIT. Certainty in the interpretation of regulatory obligations is of great
importance to market participants and it is suggested that the Implementing Act should clearly
allocate responsibility for reporting between executing and clearing brokers as appropriate.
We would be pleased to provide more detailed comments and suggestions in relation to the
allocation of responsibility for reporting of orders and transactions at the appropriate time.
(ii) Organised market place
It is proposed that the organised market place reports the details of contracts executed on that
venue by market participants. We would welcome clarification as to who has the reporting
obligation for the chain of back to back contracts (e.g. exchange->exchange member; exchange
member->direct client; direct client -> indirect client, etc..) that led to the trading of such contract
on the exchange by the exchange member.
Clarification is also requested as to precisely what the definition of organised market place is
intended to include. The definition of organised market place in the draft Implementing Act is very
similar to the definitions of Multilateral Trading Facility and Organised Trading Facility in MiFID 2.
Under MiFID 2, these definitions combine to form the definition of a Trading Venue.
Is the definition of organised market place under REMIT intended to align with the definition of
Trading Venue under MiFID? We would suggest that this would be a sensible approach and that the
definition of organised market place be amended accordingly. Alternatively, if the definition of
organised market place is intended to be broader than trading venue, we would welcome further
explanation.

4.

Lifecycle event reporting

The lifecycle event language in REMIT1 has been carried across from EMIR and market participants
are likely to interpret their obligations in an identical manner.
Although we believe that REMIT and EMIR text should be interpreted in the same manner, we
understand that the purpose of EMIR reporting (risk management and trade capture) is different
1

Article 7(1): “Any modification or the termination of the concluded contract shall be reported as soon as
possible but no later than the working day following the modification or termination”.
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from the purpose of REMIT reporting (detection of market abuse). ACER may, therefore, have
different aims in relation to lifecycle event reporting. If that is the case, the draft Implementing Act
should be amended to align properly with ACER’s aims.
A point to note in respect of the exchange traded derivative market is that the executing broker
does not have access to lifecycle event data, as its relationship with the trade ceases immediately
upon execution. It is therefore unable to provide lifecycle event reporting. This should be taken into
account when allocating responsibility for reporting between executing and clearing brokers in the
Implementing Act.
5.

Back reporting

Further guidance is requested regarding the process of back-reporting as required under Art 7(4) of
the draft Implementing Act. On the basis of our experience with back reporting under EMIR, we
make the following suggestions:
-

Given the volume of exchange traded derivative transactions, position reporting should be
encouraged for these transactions, rather than individual trade by trade reporting.

-

In line with the approach taken in the ESMA Q&A for EMIR reporting, we suggest that
positions for both OTC and exchange traded derivative transactions should be reported with
respect to the day prior to the reporting start date.

-

Executing brokers will not have access to data that would enable them to back-report
transactions, as they cease to be involved in the trade upon execution. They will also not
have access to position data for their clients. The obligation should therefore fall on the
clearing broker alone.

-

For OTC transactions, back reporting may prove challenging with respect to information that
may not necessarily have been retained at the time of the transaction, for example order
details for OTC transactions and trade-specific information relating to initiator/aggressor.

6.

Delegated Reporting by Organised Market Places (OMP), trading matching systems (TMS)
and trade reporting systems (TRS)

(i) OMPs
In contrast to the authorisation regime that applies to trade repositories under EMIR, we note that
OMPs are not subject to any approval regime before they become subject to the obligation to offer
data reporting under Article 6(1) of the Implementing Act.
We are therefore concerned about the position if an OMP is not ready to perform such reporting on
and from the reporting start date, particularly where market participants have requested that such
OMP reports details of order and transactions on its behalf. Such market participants risk being in
breach of their own reporting obligations for reasons outside of its control, as a result of the OMP
being unable to fulfil its regulatory obligations on and from the due date.
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We request that the draft Implementing Act be updated to clarify that ACER will not take (nor be
permitted to take) enforcement action against market participants who have taken up the offer of
delegated reporting from an OMP, where the OMP fails to report orders or transactions correctly.
(ii) TMS and TRS
We should be grateful if the draft Implementing Act would set out the definitions of both “trade
matching system” and “trade reporting system”. These are omitted from the current draft, but are
important terms given that they are alternative reporting venues to an OMP.
We note that the draft Implementing Act is drafted so that the three reporting mechanisms above
(OMP, TMS and TRS) are each alternative mechanisms, suggesting that if one option is not available
(e.g. an OMP), then a Market Participant is obliged to report through one of the other reporting
mechanisms. We ask that the draft Implementing Act clarify whether or not Market Participants are
required to attempt to report through each of the reporting mechanisms.
7.

Delegated Reporting by LNG System Operators or SSOs

Article 9(5) of the draft Implementing Act requires market participants or LNG System Operators on
their behalf to report certain information relating to the unloading and reloading of cargoes at LNG
facilities. In addition, Article 9(9) of the draft Implementing Act requires market participants or
Storage System Operators on their behalf to report certain information relating to the amount of gas
the market participant has stored at the end of the gas day.
We welcome the proposal to allow market participants to enter into delegated reporting
arrangements with LNG System Operators and Storage System Operators in respect of these
reporting obligations. However, we note that the LNG System Operators and Storage System
Operators are not obliged to offer such delegated reporting arrangements and some may elect not
to do so.
Where this occurs, reporting to regulators under Article 9(5) and Article 9(9) is likely to become
fragmented at both a market participant and facility level. In particular, if some LNG System
Operators or Storage System Operators elect not to offer delegated reporting arrangements, market
participants may then elect to use a combination of self-reporting and delegated reporting
arrangements to satisfy their reporting obligations across the LNG and gas storage facilities which
they use, leading to a fragmentation of reporting at a market participant level. Alternatively, if a
market participant is required to develop infrastructure and provide ongoing business support to
satisfy its reporting obligations in respect of one or more LNG or gas storage facilities, it may be
preferable for that market participant to self-report in respect of all LNG and gas storage facilities
that it uses, leading to fragmentation of reporting at a facility level. Further reporting fragmentation
is likely to occur if different market participants take different approaches in these circumstances.
We understand that the required data is available to LNG System Operators and Storage System
Operators as part of the ordinary course of business. We therefore recommend that the draft
Implementing Act be amended to require the reporting obligations under Article 9(5) and Article 9(9)
to be satisfied directly by the respective LNG System Operators and Storage System Operators. This
approach would allow regulators to receive the data in a holistic manner from the relevant facility
operators and avoid the reporting fragmentation risk described above. This approach would also be
consistent with Article 8(5) of REMIT which states, “...The reporting obligation on market
participants shall be minimised by collecting the required information or parts thereof from existing
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sources where possible” and Recital (8) of the draft Implementing Act which states, “In order to
reduce the burden of reporting on market participants and to make the best use of existing data
sources, reporting should involve where possible ... LNG system operators and natural gas storage
system operators.”.
We and our members would welcome the opportunity for further discussion with officials from the
European Commission, ACER and ESMA and will be in touch to arrange a meeting as soon as
practicable. We continue to believe that a number of the solutions chosen with respect to EMIR
reporting would be appropriate for REMIT.
Sincerely

Simon Puleston Jones
(CEO, FIA Europe)

George Handjinicolaou
(Deputy CEO and
Head of Europe, Middle East and Africa, ISDA)

David Strongin
(Executive Director, GFMA)
CC: Volker Zuleger – Volker.zuleger@acer.europa.eu
Head of the Market Monitoring Department, Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators
Patrick Pearson – Patrick.pearson@ec.europa.eu
Head of Unit G2 Financial Markets Infrastructure, DG Internal Market & Services
Maria Teresa Fabregas Fernandez – maria-teresa.fabfregas-fernandez@ec.europa.eu
Head of Unit G3 Securities Markets, DG Internal Markets & Services
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Georg Riekeles – georg.riekeles@ec.europa.eu
Head of Michel Barnier’s Cabinet, DG Internal Markets & Services
Markus Schulte – markus.schulte@ec.europa.eu
Member of Günther Oettinger’s Cabinet, DG Energy
Rodrigo Buenaventura – Rodrigo.buenaventura@esma.europa.eu
Head of Markets Division, European Securities and Markets Association (ESMA)
Susan Harrison – Sue.Harrison@decc.gsi.gov.uk
Head of European Energy Markets
Thibaut Leinekugel - thibaut.leinekugel@developpement-durable.gouv.fr
Ministère du Développement durable
Uwe Schroeder-Selbach - wi-5-eu@brue.auswaertiges-amt.de / uwe.schroeder-selbach@diplo.de
German Permanent Representation to the EU
Gianluca Lanza - gianluca.lanza@mise.gov.it
Ministero dello Sviluppo
Erik Sieders - H.Sieders@minez.nl
Ministry of Economic Affairs
Wim vant Hof - W.R.J.L.vantHof@minez.nl
Ministry of Economic Affairs
Esther Espeja Bragulat - esther.espeja@cne.es
Energy Department in the Comisión Nacional de Energía
Louise van Rensburg - louise.vanrensburg@ofgem.gov.uk
Head of REMIT Implementation, OFGEM
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x! *;&:C!I!P!Q!J+>!/?!(=&!4<.F&(!0<.(;';0<7(!/.!(=&!'/#7(&.0<.(G!<7C!(G0&!/?!'/C&LD!!
):! %/! 7/E8:43&! T.! 5%C.! %! :432/-! 63.1.3./0.! 123! 45.! 8:.! 21! %/! ?+M! 02E.! %:! %!
:4%/E%3E7:.E! D%3=.4! 028/4.36%34&! 7E./4717.3G!! V.! 3.02DD./E! ./0283%-7/-! 45.! 8:.!
21!%/!?+M!02E.!%:!457:!7:!T7E.9&!%00.64.E!%:!:7/-9.!:863%/%472/%9!7E./4717.3!:4%/E%3E!
%032::! D%/&! 4&6.:! 21! 3.62347/-! D.05%/7:D! N.G-G! +$M,! 43%E.! 3.62347/-! %/E! +R)!
:86.3C7:23&! 3.62347/-OG! ! ;5.! )*+,! 3.-7:43%472/! 02E.! :5289E! <.! 8:.E! %:! %/!
%94.3/%47C.!2/9&!T5./!%/!?+M!7:!/24!%C%79%<9.G!!!
)9:2!T.!T289E!%663.07%4.!09%37170%472/!2/!T5.45.3!L7.9E!"!0289E!02/4%7/!%!09.%37/-!
528:.!23!**H!MJ!%:!6.3!45.!.U69%/%472/!7/!45.!;,Q$G!
!

#!

!

x! *;&:C! RS! J>#.<(;/7LG! ! V.! <.97.C.! 45%4! E83%472/! 6.372E:! 7E./4717.E! 7/! 45.! 0833./4!
E3%14! %3.! 422! 97D74.EG! ! V.! T289E! :8--.:4! %EE7/-! %! <32%E.3! 3%/-.! 21! %94.3/%47C.:!
T5705!7/098E.:A!123!.U%D69.A!V..=./EA!RX$A!RXVA!#`>!E%&:A!.40G!
x! *;&:C!RR!J><G6!/?!(=&!O&&FLG!!V.!457/=!45%4!45.!6.372E:!0833./49&!63262:.E!%3.!422!
37-7EG! ! V.! T289E! :8--.:4! %EE7/-! %/245.3! %94.3/%47C.! T5705! 0%/! <.! 8:.E! 123! 43%E.:!
45%4! 7/098E.A! 123! .U%D69.A! %! T..=./E! <84! %9:2! %/! .U43%! T..=E%&! N7G.G! L37! 42! ;8.:!
E.97C.3&OG!
x! *;&:C! RT! JU/<C! C&:;N&.G! ;7(&.N<:6LD! ! V.! 7/4.363.4! 457:! 17.9E! %:! 3.S8737/-! 45.! 92%E!
E.97C.3&!7/4.3C%9:A!123!0%9./E%3!43%E.:!N7G.G!E%79&!E.97C.3&!123!5283!"'G''`""G''OG!!;57:!
T289E! 3.:894! 7/! %! 9%3-.! /8D<.3! 21! 32T:! 21! E%4%! Na"''O! 71! )*+,! 3.S873.:! 45.!
3.62347/-! 21! .C.3&! E%4.! %/E! E.97C.3&! 6.372E! 42! <.! 7/E7C7E8%99&! 97:4.EG! ! V.! T289E!
%663.07%4.!D23.!E.4%79:!2/!45.!7/123D%472/!42!<.!3.6234.E!7/!457:!17.9EG!
x! *;&:C!TQ!JU;?&'G':&!&N&7(6LD!!V.!<.97.C.!45%4!45.!4%U2/2D&!7/!457:!17.9E!:5289E!<.!
%97-/.E! T745! 45.! +$M,! 971.! 0&09.! .C./4! 4%U2/2D&G! ! M4! T289E! <.! 8:.189! 42! 18345.3!
E7:08::!45.!7/123D%472/!45%4!5%:!42!<.!3.6234.E!123!457:!17.9EA!6%347089%39&!7/!0%:.!21!
43%/:%0472/:!3.6234.E!<&!%!4573E!6%34&!2/!<.5%91!21!45.!D%3=.4!6%347076%/4:G!
!
HQ!!

9:&<6&! 0./N;C&!#6! O;(=!G/#.! B&7&.<:! '/44&7(6! /7! (=&! 0#.0/6&! <7C! 6(.#'(#.&! /?!(=&!
C.<?(!@5A3V!<77&K&C!(/!(=&!'/76#:(<(;/7!0<0&.D!!!
V.!T.902D.!45.!;,Q$!%/E!45.!9.C.9!21!E.4%79!632C7E.E!42!%::7:4!173D:!7/!63.6%37/-!123!45.!
3.62347/-!3.S873.D./4!-2`97C.!8/E.3!,+$M;G!!!
V.! %663.07%4.!      ǲǳ        Ǥ ! V.!
457/=! 45%4! 74! T289E! <.! 6%347089%39&! 8:.189! 123! D%3=.4! 6%347076%/4:! 42! 5%C.! %! bY)! :.0472/!
T5.3.!)*+,!0289E!86E%4.!45.!7/E8:43&!T745!%/&!05%/-.:!23!E.C.926D./4:!%/E!3.:62/E!42!
7/E8:43&!S8.:472/:G!
!

HS!!

@=&! ,B&7'G! =<6! '#..&7(:G! ;C&7(;?;&C! <! 6&(! /?! 6(<7C<.C! ?/.4<(6! (/! $&! #6&C! ;7! (=&!
.&0/.(;7B! ?.<4&O/.F! J6&&! 8=<0(&.! R! /?! (=&! C.<?(! @5A3LD! >/! G/#! '/76;C&.! (=&6&!
6(<7C<.C! ?/.4<(6! .&:&N<7(W! ,.&! (=&.&! <7G! /(=&.! 6(<7C<.C6! (=<(! (=&! ,B&7'G! 6=/#:C!
'/76;C&.W!!
V.!E2!/24!5%C.!%/&!:6.07170!02DD./4:G!!H9.%:.!%9:2!/24.!283!3.:62/:.:!42!b8.:472/!"!%/E!(G!
!

HX!!

9:&<6&! 0./N;C&! #6! O;(=! G/#.! N;&O6! /7! (=&! ?;&:C! B#;C&:;7&6! ?/.! (=&! .&0/.(;7B! /?!
(.<76<'(;/76!;7!6(<7C<.C;6&C!6#00:G!'/7(.<'(6!J6&&!8=<0(&.!T!/?!(=&!C.<?(!@5A3LD!!
V.!/24.!45%4!:2D.!6%347089%3!17.9E:!D%&!2C.39%6!%/E!3.:894!E86970%47C.!7/123D%472/!%/E!T.!
T289E!%663.07%4.!)*+,!632C7E7/-!D23.!E.4%79:!2/!45.:.!627/4:G!!B6.07170%99&!T.!3.1.3!42!45.!
12992T7/-!17.9E:!45%4A!7/!45.!D%@2374&!21!0%:.:A!7/098E.!45.!:%D.!7/123D%472/F!
x! L7.9E!#^!N;3%/:%0472/!MJO!%/E!L7.9E!>"!N;3%/:%0472/!,.1.3./0.!\8D<.3O!!
!

>!

!

x! L7.9E!('!Nb8%/474&O!%/E!L7.9E!("!N;24%9!\2472/%9!*2/43%04!b8%/474&O!
V.!%9:2!922=!123!:2D.!-87E%/0.!2/!45.!<.92T!17.9E:F!!
x! L7.9E!#c!N?7/=.E!;3%/:%0472/!MJOF!0289E!)*+,!632C7E.!D23.!09%374&!3.-%3E7/-!T5%4!%!
97/=.E!43%/:%0472/!7:A!62::7<9&!7/098E7/-!:2D.!.U%D69.:d!
x! L7.9E! >e! NM/E.U! f%98.OF! 0289E! )*+,! 09%371&! T5%4! M/E.U! f%98.! 45.&! .U6.04! 42! :..!
62689%4.E!%/E!T5.45.3!457:!7:!%!C%98.!45%4!:5289E!<.!62689%4.E!%4!45.!47D.d!
x! L7.9E! gc! NH370.K;7D.! M/4.3C%9! b8%/474&OF! 0289E! )*+,! 632C7E.! :2D.! -87E%/0.! %:! 42!
T5%4! 43%/:%0472/:! 45.&! T289E! :..! 62689%4.E! 7/! 457:! 17.9E! %/E! 632C7E.! %! D23.!
E.4%79.E!.U%D69.!%:!42!52T!74!T289E!<.!62689%4.EG!
!
HR!!

>/! G/#! <B.&&! (=<(! ?/.! (=&! .&0/.(;7B! /?! &7&.BG! C&.;N<(;N&6V! (=&! 6<4&! 6(<7C<.C6! (=<(!
<00:G! #7C&.! -3+5! <7C!3;*+>! 6=/#:C! <00:G! #7C&.! 5-3+@! J6&&! 8=<0(&.! Y! /?! (=&! C.<?(!
@5A3LW!!
V.! %-3..! 45%4! D%U7D8D! 5%3D2/7:%472/! <.4T../! 45.! :4%/E%3E:! %66970%<9.! 8/E.3! ,+$M;!
%/E! 452:.! %66970%<9.! 8/E.3! $7LMJK+$M,! 5.96:! 42! %C27E! E86970%472/! %/E! D7/7D7:.:! 45.!
3.62347/-!<83E./!2/!173D:G!!M4!%9:2!1%07974%4.:!45.!%6632%05!4%=./!<&!45.!E3%14!MD69.D./47/-!
)04:gA! T5705! 632C7E.:! 45%4! %! 3.6234! D%E.! 8/E.3! $7LMJK+$M,! E7:05%3-.:! 45.! 3.62347/-!
2<97-%472/! 8/E.3! ,+$M;G! ! ):! :4%4.E! %<2C.! N#$%&'%( '%%( )%*%"&$( +!,,%*-'.( /!0*-( 1OA! T.!
:866234!%!:7/-9.!:7E.E!3.62347/-!D.05%/7:DA!:7D79%3!42!45%4!%E264.E!7/!$7LMJA!%/E!/24!45.!
+$M,!E28<9.!:7E.E!3.62347/-!3.-7D.G!!

HT!!

@=&! ,B&7'G! ;7(&7C6! (/! ;7':#C&!;7!(=&! @5A3! B#;C<7'&! /7! =/O! (.<C&! .&0/.(6! 6=<::! $&!
.&0/.(&C! ?/.! C;??&.&7(! (.<C;7B! 6'&7<.;/6! J6&&! 8=<0(&.! Z! /?! (=&! C.<?(! @5A3LD! 9:&<6&!
0./N;C&!#6!O;(=!G/#.!N;&O6!/7!O=;'=!(.<C;7B!6'&7<.;/6!G/#!O/#:C!'/76;C&.!#6&?#:!(/!
'/N&.!;7!(=&!@5A3D!!!

!

V.! <.97.C.! 74! T289E! <.! 8:.189! 123! )*+,! 42! .U69%7/! 52T! 43%E.! 3.62347/-! T799! T23=! 123! 45.!
12992T7/-!:0./%372:F!
x! ,00./K;4<(&! :/<C! C&<:6D! ! ;5.:.! %3.! E.%9:! T5.3.! 45.! S8%/474&! 7:! /24! 237-7/%99&!
=/2T/! :2! %/! %6632U7D%4.! S8%/474&! 7:! ./4.3.E! 7/42! 45.! 43%E.G! ! ;5.! 43%E.! T799! <.!
86E%4.E! T5./! 45.! S8%/474&! 7:! .C./48%99&! =/2T/G! ! B2D.47D.:! 457:! S8%/474&! 7:!
/2D7/%4.E! <.123.! E.97C.3&A! 52T.C.3! 8:8%99&! 74! 7:! /24! =/2T/! 8/479! %14.3! E.97C.3&G!!
;57:!4&6.!21!E.%9!0289E!9.%E!42!D894769.!%D./ED./4:!2C.3!45.73!971.!%/E!D%&!3.:894!7/!
E%79&!86E%4.:!7/!3.62347/-G!!V.!T289E!<.!7/4.3.:4.E!7/!=/2T7/-!52T!)*+,!.U6.04:!
457:!4&6.!21!E.%9:!42!<.!3.6234.E!T5./!45.!.U%04!E.97C.3&!%D28/4!7:!8/=/2T/!%4!45.!
47D.!21!.U.08472/G!!!
x! [0(;/76! O;(=! ?/.4#:<! 0.;';7BD! ! L23! 42997/-! 26472/! 43%E.:! 45.! 6370.! %4! T5705! 45.!
26472/!0%/!<.!.U.307:.E!0%/!02/:7:4!21!%/!Lh!3%4.A!02%9!6370.A!.D7::72/:!6370.!%/E!%/!
279!6370.G!!V.!T289E!/..E!42!=/2T!8/E.3!T5705!02/43%04!4&6.!42997/-!%33%/-.D./4:!
5%C.!42!<.!3.6234.EG!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
g!!!)34G!gNgO!,+$M;!J3%14!MD69.D./47/-!)04:!63.:./4.E!<&!45.!*2DD7::72/!2/!>'!X042<.3!#'">!

!

(!

!

!
HY!!

!

9:&<6&! 0./N;C&! #6! O;(=! G/#.! N;&O6! /7! (=&! 6&'(;/7! ;7! (=&! C.<?(! @5A3! .&:<(&C! (/! C<(<!
;7(&B.;(G!J6&&!8=<0(&.!\!/?!(=&!C.<?(!@5A3LD!!
!
V.! <.97.C.! 45%4! T5./! 23E.3:! 23! 43%E.:! %3.! 3.6234.E! <&! %/! 23-%/7:.E! D%3=.4! 2/! <.5%91! 21!
D%3=.4!6%347076%/4:A!45.!%0083%0&!%/E!02D69.4./.::!21!457:!3.62347/-!:5289E!:52T!45.!9.C.9!
21!7/4.-374&!%00.64%<9.!42!)*+,!-7C./!45%4!%/!23-%/7:.E!D%3=.4!7:!7/E.6./E./4!21!45.!6%347.:!
42!45.!43%/:%0472/G!
!
V5./! 7/123D%472/! 7:! 3.6234.E! E73.049&! <&! 45.! D%3=.4! 6%347076%/4:! 45328-5! %/! ,,$A! T.!
T289E! %-3..! 45%4! 45.! D%3=.4! 6%347076%/4! :5289E! <.! 3.:62/:7<9.! 123! 45.! %0083%0&! %/E!
7/4.-374&!21!45.!7/123D%472/!:./4!42!45.!,,$G!!Z2T.C.3A!%:!%/!,,$!D8:4!D..4!45.!:.08374&!
0374.37%! 3.S873.E! <&! )*+,! %/E! T799! <.! 7/4.31%07/-! E73.049&! T745! )*+,A! T.! <.97.C.! 45%4! 45.!
,,$!:5289E!<.%3!45.!3.:62/:7<7974&!123!./:837/-!45%4!45.!D%3=.4!6%347076%/ǯ
632C7E.E!0233.049&!42!)*+,G!
!
M1! D%3=.4! 6%347076%/4:! %3.! 42! 8/E.34%=.! 6.372E70! C%97E%472/! 2/! 7/123D%472/! 5.9E! <&! )*+,A!
45.&! T289E! 3.S873.! 3.6234:! 42! <.! %C%79%<9.! 132D! )*+,! .745.3! 2/! 3.S8.:4! 23! 2/! %! 6.372E70!
<%:7:G! ! ):! 63.C728:9&! :4%4.E! N#$%&'%( '%%( )%*%"&$( +!,,%*-'.( /!0*-( 2OA! T.! 3.S8.:4! 45%4! )*+,!
-7C.:!%!3.62347/-!:298472/!74:!1899!02/:7E.3%472/G!
!

LM)! +8326.! %/E! PL$)! C.3&! D805! %663.07%4.! 45.! 2662348/74&! 42! 632C7E.! 02DD./4:! 2/! 45.!
*2/:894%472/! %/E! 438:4! 45%4! &28! 17/E! 45.D! 5.96189G! ! V.! T289EA! 21! 0283:.A! <.! 5%66&! 42! E7:08::! 283!
3.:62/:.!T745!&28!%4!&283!02/C./7./0.G!
!
B7/0.3.9&!
!
!

B7D2/!H89.:42/!i2/.:!
*+X!
LM)!+8326.!
!!
!

!

!
J%C7E!B432/-7/!
+U.0847C.!J73.0423!
PL$)!
!

!

!

g!

